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Exercise 1: Running EUROMOD; Using the Statistics Presenter
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to run EUROMOD, produce micro-output and learn how to
use the Statistics Presenter tool with Default and MultiSystem options. The exercise also introduces
some basic options such as (un)hiding systems and expanding policies.
Back to Ercise 1:
Steps:
1. Run EUROMOD for Austria (system: 2019);
2. Run EUROMOD for Austria, Finland, Italy and Spain together (system: 2020);
3. Use the Statistics Presenter Tool – Default option – to produce results for the income distribution in
Austria for 2019 and 2020 and analyse the results.
4. Use the Statistics Presenter Tool – MultiSystem option – to produce results for the income
distribution for these four countries for 2020 and analyse the results.

Description:
The Statistics Presenter Tool provided with EUROMOD allows computing a range of commonly used
indicators and statistics for analysing EUROMOD micro-output. Amongst others, it computes basic
poverty and inequality indices for the overall population and for selected groups; distribution of
household income, taxes and benefits by income group; information on households by income group;
and government revenue and expenditure.
The computations are based on EUROMOD standard micro-output, which comprises variables for
disposable income and its components (original income, benefits, taxes and social insurance
contributions).
Therefore, the first step is to produce this micro-output for the countries you would like to analyse.
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Producing output micro-data for Austria for 2019
Run EUROMOD in order to produce micro-data output for Austria. The model can be run for one
country at the time or the user can select several countries (and systems) for running all of them at once.







In the Countries tab on the ribbon bar press the “Run EUROMOD” button. This will bring up a
dialogue box.
In the dialogue box, select Austria by pressing on the AT flag (if not already selected). This will
display the available systems for Austria (AT) (see Figure 1.1).
Select the AT_2019 system by clicking the corresponding boxes.
For this system, select training_data as the dataset which EUROMOD should use (see Figure 1.2).
Check (and if necessary, modify) the output path where EUROMOD will be writing the output
files.
Click on the Run button in the dialogue box.

Figure 1.1: EUROMOD ribbon – all countries displayed

Figure 1.2: Run EUROMOD dialogue, selecting Austria 2019 system and “training_data” for dataset

To see the Run or the Error logs (if there are any) click on the corresponding buttons.
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Figure 1.3: Running AT_2019 system with training_data dataset – in progress

Figure 1.4: Running AT_2019 system with training_data dataset – finished with no errors

Well done! You have just run EUROMOD for the first time!
What happened is that EUROMOD simulated this country and year’s policy system using
‘training_data’ as the input data. We will come back to this and have a look at the outputs of the run in
Task 3. Let’s try to do the same now for multiple countries and years.
Note: If you are stuck, a good place to look for help, is the detailed ‘Help’ section within the
EUROMOD software. It is located in the ribbon menu under ‘Help & Info’ > Help.

Task 2: Running 2020 systems for Austria, Finland, Italy and Spain
Click on the ‘Run EUROMOD’ button. Click on the flags for Austria (AT), Finland (FI), Italy (IT) and
Spain (ES). A list of all available systems will appear (Figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5: EUROMOD run dialogue – selected countries: Austria, Finland, Italy and Spain
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Click on the “View/Filter/Add-Ons” tab and using the ‘Filters system’ field filter the 2020 systems for
these countries (Figure 1.6).
Figure 1.6: Advanced Run settings – filtering systems

Then type ‘training*’ in the ‘Filter Datasets’ field to select ‘training_data’ as the dataset (Figure 1.7).
Make sure all boxes on the left of the systems are selected (ticked) (Figure 1.8) to ensure that they will
be included in the EUROMOD run.
Figure 1.7: Advanced Run settings – filtering datasets and systems

Figure 1.8: Advanced Run settings – selecting systems to run

Click on the ‘Main’ tab to return to the main ‘Run EUROMOD’ window, then click on ‘Run’ button to
run the systems (Figure 1.9).
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Figure 1.9: Running the selected systems

The run window will appear as before and all systems should run without any problems (status:
finished).
Figure 1.10: EUROMOD Run window – all systems and data combinations finished without errors

Task 3: Using the Statistics Presenter with the Default option
Let’s now explore the outputs of the different runs that we set up in tasks 1 and 2. For each run,
EUROMOD creates an output file, which includes the simulated values in addition to non-simulated
variables. These are stored in the Output folder within your project folder.
An easy way to explore the output files is to use the Statistics Presenter (‘Applications’> ‘Statistics
Presenter’):


To access the Statistics Presenter, click on the Applications tab. Click on the Statistics Presenter
button to launch the tool (Figure 1.11)

Figure 1.11 Opening the Statistics Presenter

There are different types of options. Select the Default option and click ok (Figure 1.12)
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Figure 1.12: Statistics Presenter: generating a Default report view

In the window that will appear (Figure 1.13), use Ctrl (select multiple individual elements) or Shift
(select a range of multiple elements) to select the relevant EUROMOD output files that you would like
to use and click OK. Note that the path where the output files are stored can be changed, if needed and
that the order you select the files will be reflected on the order the systems will appear in the report.
Let’s first compare the 2019 and 2020 Austrian systems like below:



click on at_2019_std.txt first
holding CTRL, click on at_2020_std.txt next

Figure 1.13: Statistics Presenter, Default report view: selecting systems to output

Click on OK.
A number of tables, as shown in Figure 1.14, will be generated, for each of the two systems. You can
export the statistics in an excel file if you would like to further edit the tables, by clicking on the “disk”
icon.
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Figure 1.14: Statistics Presenter. Default report view; exporting to external file

Go through the different systems tabs (at_2019, at_2020) and different tables (top tab) to see the
different types of statistics.
Alternatively, you can use the Statistics Presenter with the “MultiSystem” option to analyse the output
micro-data. The next task explains how.

Task 4: Using the Statistics Presenter with the MultiSystem option
Open the Statistics Presenter and select the MultiSystem option. For this task, we will analyse the output
micro-data for 2020 for Austria, Finland, Italy and Spain.
Select the output files for the four countries as in Figure 1.16. The output report should look like the
one in Figure 1.17. Note that the different systems are now displayed next to each other (for easy
comparison).
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Figure 1.15: Statistics Presenter, Multisystem report

Figure 1.16: Statistics Presenter, Multisystem report: Selecting system output files
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Figure 1.17: Statistics Presenter. Multiple system report view
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Exercise 2: Implementing a reform to the model of Finland;
Using the Statistics Presenter to analyse its impact on the income
distribution
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to create (add) a new reform system and how to use the
Statistics Presenter – Baseline/Reform option – to analyse the impact on the income distribution of the
reform.

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Finland based on the 2021 system and name it FI_2021reform;
2. Increase the Child Benefit amount for the first child from €94.88 to €100 per month;
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (2021 and 2021reform);
4. Analyse the results using the Statistics Presenter with Baseline/Reform option.

Description:
You are asked to implement a simple reform to FI_2021 policy system. You will increase the Child
Benefit amount for the first child from €94.88 per month to 100€ per month.
In more detail, you will make a copy of the FI 2021 system and call it FI_2021reform. Then, you will
modify the reform system FI_2021reform as follows:




Go to the Child Benefit policy (policy name bch_fi in row 41) and open the functions
DefConst (row 41.1) and BenCalc (row 41.3)
Change the parameter value of $bch1 (row 41.1.1) from #94.88 (which is equal to €94.88 per
month) to 100#m (€100 per month).
Save your changes.

When you are done with your changes to the reform system, run the model for the baseline system
FI_2021 and reform system FI_2021reform. Use the Statistics Presenter – Baseline/Reform option –
to analyse the distributional effect of the reform.
Hints:





The variable for the simulated child benefit is bch_s (b: benefit; ch: child; _s: simulated)
The suffix #m indicates that the benefit amount is paid on a monthly basis. By default,
EUROMOD treats all values of parameters and variables as monthly amounts. The suffix #m
is therefore not strictly required and could be omitted. Defining the parameter $bch1 as 100,
instead of 100#m, would therefore lead to exactly the same results.
You can also assign amounts on a weekly basis (with suffix #w) or on a yearly basis (suffix
#y). In such case, you need to specify the suffix.
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Solution and further information

Task 1: Creating a new system
Open the FI model, by clicking on the Finnish country flag. To work more easily with the FI_2021
system, hide the rest of the systems, by right-clicking on the system name (FI_2021), selecting “move
to hidden system box” and then selecting “all systems but selected” (see Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Hiding a system

Add a new system. There are two ways of doing this, either:
1) right-click on the system heading FI_2021 and select the option ‘Copy/Paste System’ or
2) click on the button Add System in the Country Tools tab.
Figure 2.2: Adding a reform system using the copy/paste option

Let’s use option 1). In the window that appears (Figure 2.3), specify a name for the reform system (type
e.g. FI_2021reform). The new systems should appear on the right of the FI_2021 system (Figure 2.4).
Note that columns can be expanded (by dragging the lines) if you cannot see all the contents.
Figure 2.3: Giving a name to the reform system
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Figure 2.4: Baseline and new reform system

Task 2: Implementing the reform
You need to increase the Child Benefit amount for the first child from €94.88 per month to 100€ per
month. To do that, we will need to edit the ‘Child Benefit’ policy on the country spine.
The Child Benefit is implemented in the policy called bch_fi. The amount for the first child is defined
in the constant $bch1 in the function DefConst (row 41.1.1). The constant $bch1 is then used in the
function BenCalc (row 41.3.17), which calculates the benefit amounts per number of children. If you
hover your mouse over the $bch1 constant in row 41.3.17 you can see its values (“$bch1 = 94.88#m”
in Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Hovering over the $CBFirst constant to see the current value

In the reform system FI_2021reform, change the parameter value of $bch1 from 94.88#m to 100#m
(€100 per month).
Figure 2.6: New benefit amount for the first child

Save your changes (Ctrl+S).
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Step 3: Produce and analyse the micro-data output
Run the model to produce micro-data output for the baseline FI_2021 and reform FI_2021reform
systems using training_data (see exercise 1 if you cannot remember how to do this) (Figure 2.7). Use
the Statistics Presenter – option Baseline/Reform (Figure 2.8) – to produce a report (Figure 2.9) and
analyse differences in government revenues and income poverty due to the changes in the Child Benefit.
Figure 2.7: Producing micro-data output for the baseline and reform systems

Figure 2.8: Opening Statistics Presenter – Baseline/Reform option
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Figure 2.9: Selecting the relevant output files with the Statistics Presenter

Results
Table 2a: Government Expenditure
Yearly, mill., currency as defined in EM output
FI_2021 (base)

FI_2021reform

Difference to base

51.70

51.79

0.08

... family and education benefits

4.93

5.02

0.09

… social assistance and housing benefits

4.48

4.47

-0.01

Government expenditure on social transfers

Table 2b: Mean household income by decile groups
FI_2021 (base)

FI_2021reform

Difference to base

Decile 1

729.68

730.04

0.36

Decile 2

1,485.36

1,486.61

1.25

Decile 3

1,745.62

1,747.42

1.80

Decile 4

1,835.96

1,837.32

1.36

Decile 5

2,060.86

2,062.53

1.67

Decile 6

2,526.84

2,528.73

1.89

Decile 7

2,544.38

2,546.12

1.74

Decile 8

3,123.74

3,124.63

0.89

Decile 9

3,766.25

3,767.50

1.25

Decile 10

4,862.14

4,864.08

1.95

All

2,437.55

2,438.91

1.37

Poor

1,095.62

1,096.42

0.79
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Exercise 3: Reforming Child Allowance in Estonia
The aim of this exercise is to introduce functions Elig and ArithOp. It also introduces some basic
options such as renaming and deleting systems, search and replace and queries.
Back to E2
Exercise 2:
Steps:
1. Create a new system in Estonia based on the 2012 system and name it EE_2012_E2;
2. Modify Child Allowance (CA) in way that access to the supplement should be restricted to families
with at least two children and with earnings below 200 EUR per month. The supplement is equal to
1800 EUR per month;
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (2012 and 2012_E2);
4. Analyse the results.

Description:
The aim of this exercise is to perform a reform of the Child Allowance (CA) benefit in Estonia in 2012.
In that year, the CA was a monthly universal non-means-tested benefit paid to families with children
below an age limit. The amount per child was two times the Child Allowance Rate (CAR equal to 9.59
EUR), resulting in 19.18 EUR per month for the first and second child, and 6 x CAR for the third and
any consequent child.
Your task is to add a means-tested supplement to the universal CA using functions Elig and ArithOp.

Hints:






The variable for earnings is yem (y: market income; em: employment).
Use the same variable name for your calculations as the one used in the BenCalc function in
the same policy, i.e. bch00_s (b: benefit, ch: child, 00: main, _s: simulated).
Use the same tax/assessment unit for your calculations as the one defined in the BenCalc
function in the same policy, i.e. tu_CBfamily_ee.
The number of dependent children in a tax unit is calculated by the query nDepChildrenInTu.
Monthly amounts need to be indicated with the suffix #m.
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
When our task is to create (add) a new system, we should first think about which existing system the
new system should be based on. In the case where we need to create a system for a new year, it is most
likely that we will use the previous year as a starting point. If we want to change/modify an existing
system year (but show it and analyse it as a separately), we will use that original system as a base. How
do we do that?
Our first step is to open Estonia (country acronym EE) (see exercise 1 for more information on how to
load a country system). Hide all other systems except for EE_2012. If we go to the tab Country Tools
in the ribbon bar, we can use the option Add System (Figure 3.1) to add a new system based on an
existing base system. Click on the ‘Add System’. You will get a dialog box with base systems for the
country that we are working with (i.e. currently active), in this case Estonia. As you can see, we are
only allowed to choose one of them. In our case, it will be the 2012 system (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.1: Country Tools menu

Figure 3.2: Selecting the Base system

Rename the new system ‘EE_2012_E2’ (Figure 3.3). Since we do not need other systems, we will hide
all but these two (EE_2012 and EE_2012_E2).
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Figure 3.3: Renaming the System

You could also do the same by going to the system that we want to copy/paste/delete, right-click on it.
This provides several options (Figure 3.4). You can rename the system using the option Rename System.
Figure 3.4: Creating a copy of the existing system and renaming it

Task 2: Implementing the CA reform
After we have created a new system, our next task in implementing the reform is to find the Child
Allowance policy in the policy spine. The easiest way to do this is to use command search and focus on
the column Comment (Figure 3.5). This should bring up the Child Allowance policy bch00_ee.
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Figure 3.5: Locating the Child Allowance policy

To see how it is calculated, we should use the expand option (click on the little triangle on the left of
the policy) – Figure 3.6. Functions with n/a (= not applicable) are not used for the calculations so we
can collapse them. The Child Allowance amount is EUR 19.18 per month (twice the Child Allowance
Rate of EUR 9.59) for the first and second child and EUR 57.54 per month (six times the Child
Allowance Rate) for the third and any other child. These amounts are defined as constants in the policy
ConstDef_ee.
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Figure 3.6: Exploring the bch00_ee (Child Allowance) policy
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Defining the Eligibility conditions
In order to give a supplement to families who have at least two children and satisfy the income test, we
need to introduce an eligibility function (Elig) to define the families entitled to receive the supplement.
Right-click on the function or a parameter name in the BenCalc function in bch00_ee to activate the
context menu. Select ‘Add Function After’ and select function Elig. Note that via a ‘hover over’ tooltip,
EUROMOD can provide a short explanation of the function (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7: Adding a new Elig function after the first BenCalc

This creates the new function with its two compulsory parameters - Elig_Cond and TAX_UNIT - with
default values n/a. We should set our new function as on for the reform system (EE_2012_E2). The
next very important thing is to choose the appropriate tax unit. In our case it will be tu_CBfamily_ee
(tax unit applicable to the child benefit family) so we should click on the grey arrow and select it from
the drop-down list (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Selecting the tu_CBfamily_ee tax unit

The next step is to create the eligibility condition. The supplement should be restricted to families i)
with at least two children and ii) with earnings below 200 EUR per month. First, instead of generating
a variable which contains the number of dependent children in each family, we can use the alreadydefined query nDepChildrenInTu. Queries contain the result of ready-made calculations: go to tab
Help&Info and search for Queries for a description (Figure 3.9). For a description of the query
nDepChildrenInTu see Figure 3.10. Second, the variable for earnings is called yem.
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Figure 3.9: EUROMOD Help for queries

Figure 3.10 EUROMOD Help entry for nDepChildrenInTu Query

So, we should type in Elig_Cond:
yem < 200#m & nDepChildrenInTU >= 2

(#m = per month). By doing this we have formulated a means test based on earnings below 200 EUR
per month and number of dependent children equal to at least 2. Note that the means test is at the family
level, i.e. the unit of assessment is tu_CBfamily_ee (Figure 3.11).
Figure 3.11: The modified new Elig function

Calculating the benefit amount
The other part of our task is to calculate the benefit amount of 1800 EUR per month. So, we need an
arithmetic function ArithOp after the function Elig:






Right-click on function Elig => Add Function After => ArithOp. This creates the new function
with its three compulsory parameters: Formula, Output_var and TAX_UNIT with default values
n/a.
Set the function to on for the reform system (EE_2012_E2).
Set the value of the Output_Var to the simulated benefit bch00_s.
Define the tax unit: it will be the same as in the previous function - tu_CBfamily_ee.
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Set the value of the parameter Formula from n/a to 1800#m (1,800EUR per month - the amount
of the supplement).

The important thing to remember is that we need to assign the benefit only to families who satisfy the
eligibility condition. This is done by creating an interaction between the eligibility function (Elig) and
the arithmetical function (ArithOp) by using the parameter Who_Must_Be_Elig. How do we do that?
Point the cursor at the function ArithOp, then right-click on the function or a parameter name in ArithOp
and select Show Add Parameter Form; alternatively use the shortcut Ctrl+A (Figure 3.12).
Figure 3.12: Showing the Add Parameter Form

In the Add Parameters list we need to select the parameter Who_Must_Be_Elig and click the Add button
(Figure 3.13). You can drag the new parameter in order to have it at the beginning of the function. If
EUROMOD warns you with “Please note that the action will have effect on the hidden systems as well”,
click ok. Set its value to one or any of the other values (all, all_adults, one_adult) – all will give the
same result as the eligibility condition is at the family unit and takes, in this case, the same value for
each member of the unit (Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.13: Inserting the who_must_be_elig parameter

Figure 3.14: Adding value “one” for the who_must_be_elig parameter

Next, we will need to replace parameter Output_Var with parameter Output_Add_Var, in order to add
the supplement to (rather than replace the value of) the benefit calculated with the first BenCalc
function. To do this, simply left-click on the parameter Output_Var and you will be asked if you would
like to replace it (Figure 3.15). Your reform is now ready to run as in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.15: Replacing parameter Output_Var with parameter Output_Add_Var

Figure 3.16: The complete implementation

Save your changes.
Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD for the baseline EE_2012 and reform EE_2012_E2 systems using training_data.
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Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter (Baseline/Reform option) to analyse the fiscal and distributional impact of
the reform.
Results:
Table 3a: Government Expenditure
Yearly, mill., currency as defined in EM
output

Government expenditure on social transfers
... family and education benefits
... social assistance and housing benefits

ee_2012 (base)

ee_2012_e2

Difference to
base

43.74
0.87
0.58

47.14
4.32
0.53

3.40
3.46
-0.06

Poverty Risk
for ee_2012
(base)
24.05%
20.62%
30.42%
18.71%
2.99%
811.44

Poverty Risk
for
ee_2012_e2
21.59%
14.79%
28.55%
17.39%
2.49%

Difference to
base
-2.46pp
-5.84pp
-1.87pp
-1.32pp
-0.50pp

Table 3b: Basic Poverty Indices

Population
Children
Working Age
Working Age Economically Active
Elderly
Fixed Poverty Line
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Exercise 4: Introducing a supplement, withdrawn with earnings,
to the Child Allowance in Estonia
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to use the function BenCalc.

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Estonia based on the 2021 system and name it EE_2021ref1;
2. Introduce a supplement for large families to the Child Allowance, which is withdrawn with
earnings;
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for the baseline and reform systems;
4. Analyse the distributive impact of this reform.

Description:
Perform a reform of the Child Allowance in Estonia in 2021. Your task is to add a supplement to the
Child Allowance for families with at least 2 dependent children below the age of 18, using the function
BenCalc. The supplement is equal to €30 per week for the whole family but should be withdrawn with
earnings: 10% should be withdrawn for each €1 that the family earns above €10,000 per year. Analyse
the results after introducing the reform.

Hints:


To calculate the earnings withdrawal, use BenCalc’s optional parameters Withdraw_Base,
Withdraw_Start and Withdraw_Rate.



Use the same tax/assessment unit for your calculations as the one defined in the BenCalc
function in the same policy, i.e. tu_CBfamily_ee (the family/benefit unit).



Use the same variable name for your calculations as the one used in the BenCalc function in
the same policy, i.e. bch00_s.



The variable for earnings is called yem.
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Load the Estonian model. Hide all systems except for EE_2021. Add a new reform system based on
EE_2021 and call it EE_2021ref1, as shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.1: Copying from the existing system (EE_2021)

Figure 4.2: Renaming the new system
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Task 2: Introduce a supplement to the Child Benefit
First, to introduce the supplement, we need a function which defines who is entitled to it and how
much the supplement amounts to. We will use BenCalc (benefit calculator) function to help us with
that, as it allows for modelling a wide range of policy instruments, particularly benefits.


Locate the Child Benefit policy (bch00_ee) on the policy spine, right-click on the first function
BenCalc and select from the option Add Function After the function BenCalc, as shown in
Figure 4.3. This creates the new function with its compulsory parameters Comp_Cond,
Comp_perTU, output_var and TAX_UNIT (with default values n/a). Note that the parameters
Comp_Cond and Comp_PerTU are already grouped together into one component (column
“Grp/No”), so you do not need to do anything. Set the function to ‘on’ for the reform system
(EE_2021ref1).

Figure 4.3: Adding a new BenCalc function after the current function in policy bch00_ee






For the system we are reforming (EE_2021ref1), change the value of the parameter
Comp_Cond to nDepChildrenInTU#x>=2. Define the age limits there. Thus, the eligibility
condition says that there should be at least 2 dependent children below 18 in the benefit unit.
Change the value of the parameter Comp_perTU to 30#w i.e. €30 per week.
Change the parameter value Output_Var from n/a to the simulated benefit bch00_s. You also
need to use the parameter Output_Add_Var instead of Output_Var, to add the supplement to
(rather than replace the value of) the benefit calculated with the first BenCalc function. To do
this, simply click on the parameter Output_Var and you will be asked if you would like to
replace it.
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Set the value of the parameter TAX_UNIT from n/a to tu_CBfamily_ee (i.e. the relevant benefit
unit or the family used to calculate the Child Benefit).

Your reformed system should now look like Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: The modified function reform system – task 2

Second, we need to calculate the benefit withdrawal:


Right-click on the function or a parameter name of the new BenCalc function and select Show
Add Parameter Form. In the Add Parameters list select the parameters Withdraw_Base,
Withdraw_Start, Withdraw_Rate and click the Add button, as shown in Figure 4.5. You can
drag the parameters within the BenCalc function to change their position, e.g. after
Comp_perTU. Set Withdraw_Base equal to yem (variable for earnings), Withdraw_Start to
10000#y and Withdraw_Rate to 0.1, as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: adding BenCalc parameters Withdraw_Base, Withdraw_Start, Withdraw_Rate
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Figure 4.6: The completed modified function reform system

Finally, save your changes.
Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD for the baseline EE_2021 and reform EE_2021ref1 systems with training_data as the
dataset.

Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter – option Baseline/Reform – to analyse the fiscal and poverty impact of the
reform.
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Results
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Exercise 5a: Introducing a zero tax band to the flat income tax in
Bulgaria
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to use the function SchedCalc.

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Bulgaria based on the 2021 system and name it BG_2021_reform;
2. Introduce a zero tax band to the flat income tax and modify the tax rate;
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for the baseline and reform systems;
4. Analyse the distributive impact of this reform.

Description:
Currently, taxable income in Bulgaria is taxed at 10% from the first BGN earned. You are asked to
introduce a zero tax band of BGN 3,200 per year, i.e. individuals should pay tax only on taxable income
above BGN 3,200 per year. Furthermore, you should raise the marginal rate of income tax from 10% to
15%.

Hints:




Define the zero tax band as a constant in the DefConst function in the income tax policy (e.g.
call it $flat_zeroband)
The tax rate is defined as a constant (e.g. $flat_rate) so modify the value of that constant.
Introduce the zero tax band to the SchedCalc function, where the flat tax is calculated (tin_bg)
by adding/modifying parameters in a SchedCalc function.
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Open the Bulgarian model. Hide all systems except for BG_2021. Add a new reform system based on
BG_2021 and call it BG_2021_reform and locate the Income Tax policy, as shown in Figure 5a.1.
Figure 5a.1: Locating the Income Tax policy (tin_bg)

Task 2: Modify the income tax
The income tax is implemented in the policy tin_bg. Since 2008, Bulgaria has had a flat tax of 10%,
levied on taxable income (variable tintb_s) from the first BGN earned. The flat tax is calculated in the
second SchedCalc function towards the end of the policy (policy spine row 39.10). The income tax
parameters are defined as constants in the first function DefConst (policy spine row 39.1).
To implement the reform:



First, increase the tax rate – constant $flat_rate – from 10% to 15% in the DefConst function in
the reform system BG_2021_reform.
Second, introduce a zero tax band of BGN 3,200 per year, by defining a new constant called
$flat_zeroband in the DefConst function – to do so add a new [Placeholder] parameter and
type the name for the constant in the Policy column. Type 3200#y in as value for the constant
in the reform BG_2021_reform, as shown in Figure 5a.2.
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Figure 5a.2: Introducing a zero tax band ($flat_zeroband) and new flat rate ($flat_rate)



Third, modify the calculation of the flat tax in the function SchedCalc, by adding a new
parameter Band_LowLim with a group number 1. In the reform BG_2021_reform, type in the
new constant $flat_zeroband against Band_LowLim. Thus, the tax rate of 15% is levied on
taxable income equal or above the zero tax band of BGN 3,200 per year. See Figure 5a.3.
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Figure 5a.3: Modifying the calculaton on SchedCalc, including the new $flat_zeroband

Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD for the baseline BG_2021 and reform BG_2021_reform systems with training_data
as dataset.

Task 4: Analyse the results
Analyse the impact on the fiscal budget and the income distribution of the reform, you can use the
Statistics Presenter with Baseline/Reform option.
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Results:
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Exercise 5b: Reforming income tax in EL (using functions
SchedCalc and DefConst)
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to modify and introduce new tax bands, using functions
SchedCalc and DefConst.

Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a new system based on the EL_2020 system and name it EL_2020_e5
Define the new tax band of 50,000 per year as a constant in policy tin00_el and add a new tax
rate (48%)  function DefConst used to define the income tax parameters
Add the new tax band and modify the tax rates in the two SchedCalc functions used to calculate
the income tax for employment, pension, self-employment & farming income
Run the 2020 system to produce micro-data outputs
Analyse the distributional impact of the reform using training_data

Exercise 3:
Description:
Income taxation is graduated, with progressively higher marginal tax rates applying to higher
income brackets.
The table below summarises the income tax bands for tax year 2020:
Taxable income

Rate of tax

0 – 10,000

9%

10,001 – 20,000

22%

20,001 – 30,000

28%

30,001 – 40,000

36%

Over 40,000

44%
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You are asked to modify the part of the income tax schedule. This change has to be applied both to the
general tax base and to the farming income (which is taxed separately).
Keep the income tax schedule the same but on incomes above 50,000 euro apply a tax rate of 48%.
Analyse the impact of the tax reform on the government budget and income distribution.

Hints:






Analyse the structure of the personal income tax in EL focusing on the policy (tin00_el)
Perform a reform in EL that involves modifying the income tax, using the SchedCalc and DefConst
functions
Income tax band values and tax rates are defined with a DefConst function (see constants $tin_rate*
and $tin_thres*). Define the new tax band as a constant (e.g. $tin_thres_ref) which has a value of
50,000 euro per year.
Add parameters Band_Rate and Band_UpLim in each of the SchedCalc functions used to calculate
the income tax on the general tax base (tintb_s) and on farming income (tinag_s)
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Our first task is to open EL and create a new system using the 2020 system as a base. Give the name
EL_2020_e5 to the new system. Hide all systems but these two - 2020 and 2020_e5 (see exercise 1 for
explanation).
Task 2: Analysing the current policy
Access the Income Tax policy in the EL (tin00_el). Consider year 2020. Hide other years (Figure
5b.1).
Figure 5b.1: Locating the Income Tax policy (tin00_el)



Explore how personal income tax is calculated (policy tin00_el)

Further information can be found in the Country Report (see https://euromodweb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/using-euromod/country-reports/latest).

Locate the SchedCalc (Schedule Calculator) functions, used for the calculation of the income tax, by
checking the comment column and the implementation. Expand it by clicking on the arrow on the left
hand side of the function.
There are two SchedCalc functions: one for the general income tax and one for farming income tax.
The general income tax base is defined by tintb_s (figure 5b.2), while the farming income tax base is
defined by tintbag_s (figure 5b.3). For details of the components of the income list tintb_s and tintbag_s,
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see policy tin00_el (you can also use the search option (Ctrl+F) to locate these variables in the model,
e.g. search for tinbt_s).
Figure 5b.2: income tax calculation in 2020, general income tax (tin00_el, EL_2018)

Figure 5b.3: income tax calculation in 2020, farming income tax (tin00_el, EL_2018)

The income tax bands and the tax rates are defined as constants – ($tin_thres1, $tin_thres2, $tin_thres3,
$tin_thres4, $tin_rate1, $tin_rate2, $tin_rate3, $tin_rate4, $tin_rate5) – using a DefConst function in
policy tin00_el (see Figure 5b.4) (you can also use the search option (Ctrl+F) to locate the constants in
the model):
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Figure 5b.4: Income tax constants in tin00_el

To find out the tax band values, you can also hover with the cursor over the constant names within the
SchedCalc functions (see Figure 5b.5).

Figure 5b.5: Checking constant values by moving the cursor over the constant names
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Step 3: Reforming the policy
In the reform system EL_2020_e5, add a new constant (i.e. parameter “placeholder”) in the DefConst
function where the income tax parameters are defined. The new constant will contain the value of the
new income tax band – call it e.g. $tin_thres_ref. This constant should take the value of 50,000 euro per
year which would be the default constant value and apply on all individuals. Note the constant should
not have any group number (see column Grp/No) as no condition should apply on it (you may need to
delete the group number if it has been automatically added).
To define the value of the tax rate, add a new constant (i.e. parameter “placeholder”) with a new name
(e.g. $tin_rate_ref), a value of 0.48. Once you are done, your implementation should look as in Figure
5b.6.
Figure 5b.6: The new income tax band and tax rate defined as a constant

To modify the income tax schedule of the general income tax, you can add the upper limit
($tin_thres_ref 50,000 euro) for tax rate 0.44 (group 5). Additionally, you have to add the new tax rate
($tin_rate_ref, 48%) for income above 50,000 euro. See figure 5b.7.
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Figure 5b.7: Modified income tax schedule for the general income tax

To modify the income tax schedule of the farming income tax, add parameters Band_Rate and
Band_UpLim in the SchedCalc function used to calculate the income tax. You may need to adjust the
group number of the parameters (see column Grp/No), so they apply on the correct parts of the tax
schedule (see Figures 5b.8 and 5b.9).
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Figure 5b.8: Adding new parameters to the SchedCalc function

Figure 5b.9: Modified income tax schedule for the farming income tax
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Step 4: Produce and analyse micro-data output
Run EUROMOD to produce micro-output for the baseline (EL_2020) and new system (EL_2020_e5)
using the training_data dataset. Then use the Statistics Presenter Tool (EUROMOD Statistics –
baseline/reform) to analyse the distributional impact of the reform.
***If you need any additional information regarding any of the things mentioned above, you can easily
access the EUROMOD Help & Info (the last tab in the ribbon bar), click on the Help and type the
word(s) in the search tab and/or you can continue with exercises.

Solution
Statistics Presenter - Baseline vs Reforms report
Results for Greece: EL_2020 vs EL_2020_e5
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Exercise 6: Introducing a benefit cap in Denmark
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to introduce a new policy, create a new income list and use
the functions BenCalc and DefIL.

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Denmark based on the 2020 system and name it “dk_2020reform”;
2. Create a new policy to limit the total amount of means tested benefits received by households in
Denmark;
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (DK_2020 and DK_2020reform);
4. Analyse the budgetary and distributive impact of this reform.
e 3:
Description:
The aim of this exercise is the creation of a new policy that, from 2020, will include a limit on the total
amount of means-tested benefit that people can receive in Denmark – a benefit cap. The benefits that
will be affected by the cap are Social Assistance Benefit (bsa_s), Housing Benefit (bho01_s), Housing
Grant (bho02_s) and Green Check (bhtuc_s).
Some working-age families, because of their special circumstances, will not be affected by the benefit
cap. This is the case if anyone in the household qualifies for Disability Benefit (pdi), Unemployment
Benefit (bunct_s) and Survivor’s benefit (psu).
The maximum level of benefits is set to 3,000 Dkr per month for households with 4 or more dependent
children and at 2,000 Dkr per month for households with by 3 or fewer dependent children.
Your task is to introduce this new policy – ben_cap using functions DefIl, Elig and BenCalc keeping
in mind that this policy is a cap on other benefits, i.e. all these benefits need to be calculated first in
order to set the cap

Hints:







Use two DefIL functions to define 1) an income list for the benefits that will be capped and 2)
another income list for the benefits that prevent the cap being applied.
Using a BenCalc function, calculate the benefit cap as the benefit amount in excess of the cap. Use
the optional parameter LowLim, equal to 0, to apply a minimum amount on the cap of 0 (i.e. to
avoid negative values).
Save the result of the benefit cap in the variable brd_s (b:benefit, rd_reduction, _s: simulated).
Subtract the benefit cap from the sum of all means-tested benefits, i.e. income list ils_benmt in the
policy ILsDef_dk.
The household in the Danish model is defined as the tax unit tu_household_dk.
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Open Denmark, hide all systems except for dk_2020 and create a new system using the 2020 system as
a base. Give the name “dk_2020reform” to the new system.

Task 2: Implementing a new policy
Before implementing a new policy, we should first analyse the tax-benefit system in Denmark – what
are the policies, how are they constructed, how are they connected, which income list(s) do they use,
which benefits will be affected by the cap, which tax units are used, what are the output variables, etc.
Based on the previous analysis, we can see that the new policy will be a cap on the Social Assistance
Benefit (bsa_s), Housing Benefit (bho01_s), Housing Grant (bho02_s) and Green Check (bhtuc_s), i.e.
all these benefits need to be calculated first in order to set the cap. That means that our benefit cap needs
to be at the end of the spine.

Creating a new policy in the spine
As we can see from the policy spine, the last policy is Benefit ceiling (bsard_dk). Right-clicking on this
policy, will give a list of different options. Choose Add Policy After and since we are creating a new
benefit, choose Benefit (Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1

When we choose the option to create a new benefit, we will be asked to give it a name. Naming new
variables, components, policies, etc. should follow the EUROMOD Modelling Conventions document.
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Based on those rules, we will name our benefit cap policy bencap_dk (Figure 6.2a) and set it as on
instead of n/a in our reform system (dk_2020reform).

Figure 6.2a

Figure 6.2b

When we create a new policy, function, etc. we should also make a comment (in column Comment) so
that we have a record what this policy adjustment is for. In our case, we can simply type: ‘BEN: Benefit
cap’ (Figure 6.2b)

Generating income lists
The next step is to generate two new income lists:



one containing benefits to be capped (we could name it e.g. il_bencap)
one containing benefits that prevent the cap to be applied (we could name it e.g. il_bencap_dis).

Income list il_bencap should include all the benefits that will be affected by the cap – bsa_s, bho01_s,
bho02_s and bhtuc_s.
To define the new income lists, right-click on the bencap_dk policy. Select function DefIl under System
Functions (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3

A parameter Name will be created automatically when we add function DefIl. Set DefIl to on instead of
n/a and name the income list il_bencap in the reform system (dk_2020reform). Add an explanation in
the Comment column. Then add all the previously mentioned benefits that will be affected by the cap.
To do this, right-click on Name, and choose Show Add Parameter Form.
Click on [Placeholder] and type “4” in field Count (Figure 6.4). This will add 4 empty placeholder
rows.
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Figure 6.4

The next step is to rename the fields to include all the benefits that will be affected by the cap – bsa_s,
bho01_s, bho02_s and bhtuc_s the and type sign “+” as the il_bencap should be the sum of their values
(Figure 6.5).
Figure 6.5

Repeat the same steps to define the other income list - il_bencap_dis – which will include all benefits
that prevent the cap being applied (pdi, psu, bunct_s) (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6

Defining the eligibility condition for the cap
Now we need to define the eligibility condition for the cap: noone in the household should receive any
of the benefits listed in the income list il_bencap_dis (i.e. these benefits should be zero), by using the
function Elig. The relevant tax unit is tu_household_dk (Figure 6.7).
Figure 6.7

Calculating the benefit reduction for each affected household
After setting the eligibility condition, we need to calculate the benefit reduction for each affected
household by using function BenCalc.
The maximum level of benefits needs to be set to 3,000 Dkr per month for households with 4 or more
dependent children and at 2,000 Dkr per month for households with by 3 or less dependent children.
This function will have, based on the previous information, two conditions – households with 4 or more
and households with less than 4 dependent children.
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To do that we add a new BenCalc function after the Elig function.
When we add function BenCalc, we will automatically get four components – Comp_Cond,
Comp_perTU, Output_Var and TAX_UNIT. Components Comp_Cond and Comp_perTU are connected
by the number from column Grp/No so that we know which condition is related to which value. Since
we have to create two conditions, we will have to add new pair of components - Comp_Cond and
Comp_perTU by using Show Add Parameter Form and connect them with group number “2”.
Also, we can change the order of the components inside the policy simply by pressing the cursor,
dragging the component to the place where we want it to be and releasing it when we see the blue arrow
(Figure 6.8).
Figure 6.8

Let’s change BenCalc now to implement the reform:










The first condition refers to households with 4 or more dependent children. Set the value of the first
Comp_Cond to nDepChildrenInTu>=4, where the variable nDepChildrenInTu is a query. The
benefit cap equals the benefit amount in excess of 3,000 Dkr per month. Thus, set the value of the
first Comp_perTU to il_bencap-3000#m.
The second condition refers to households with less than 4 children. Set the value of the second
Comp_Cond to nDepChildrenInTu<4. The benefit cap equals the benefit amount in excess of 2,000
Dkr per month. Thus, set the value of the second Comp_perTU to il_bencap-2000#m.
It is very important to see if there should be some minimum/maximum values. In our case, we do
not want to have negative values, so we will set up the minimum to be zero. In Show Add Parameter
Form choose component LowLim (low limit) and this limit will apply on the result of the function.
If our limit is different for different components, choose #_LowLim and connect it using the same
group number in column Grp/No.
To link the Elig and BenCalc function, use the parameter Who_Must_Be_Elig from Show Add
Parameter Form box. All members need to fulfil the eligibility condition, so set the value of the
parameter to all.
Use the household as the tax unit - tu_household_dk - and call the output variable brd_s (Figure
6.9).
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Our reform should now look like Figure 6.9:
Figure 6.9

Finally, before running the model, we need to subtract variable brd_s from the sum of all meanstested benefits – income list ils_benmt in policy ILsDef_dk – which in turn is part of household
disposable income (income list ils_dispy) (Figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.10

Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD for the baseline dk_2020 and reform dk_2020reform systems using training_data as
the dataset.

Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter Tool (Baseline/Reform option) to analyse the budgetary and distributional
impact of the benefit cap.
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Results:
Figure 6.11 Market Incomes and Government Revenue & Expenditure
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Figure 6.12. Basic Poverty Indices.

Figure 6.13. Basic Inequality Indices
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Exercise 7: Reforming PT Child Benefit by narrowing its age
condition
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to use the function DefTU.
Back to E7

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Portugal based on 2020 system and name it PT_2020refTU;
2. Reform the tax unit used to calculate the Family Benefit so that families with children aged 14+ no
longer receive this benefit;
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (2020 and 2020refTU);
4. Analyse the results.

Description:
The aim of this exercise is to limit the provision of the Child benefit in 2020 only to families with
children aged up to 13, i.e. families with children aged 14+ will lose the benefit in the reform scenario.
The idea of making the payments age-related is being studied as part of a Government shake-up.
Currently the benefit is paid up to the age of 16 or until 24 if a child is in full-time education. The
Government poverty advisers have suggested that there should be a lower age limit for the child. Extra
money could be given in the child's early years, and then taken away by the age of 14.
Your task is to implement the reform by creating and using a new Tax Unit.
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Our first task is to open the PT model and create a new system using the 2020 system as a base. Give
the name PT_2020refTU to the new system.

Task 2: Implementing a new policy
Before implementing a new policy, we should first identify and analyse the policy where the ‘Child
Benefit’ is implemented in the PT for system year 2020 - how the benefit works, which tax unit is used
for the calculation, how is the tax unit defined, etc.
Our next step is, to create a new Tax Unit: Add a DefTu function after the function which defines
tu_bch_fa_pt.
The new tax unit should only identify children under 14 as dependents. The easiest way to do this is by
using the relevant tax unit (tu_bch_fa_pt) in the policy TuDef_PT as a starting point. Name the new tax
unit as tu_buref_pt (Figure 7.1) and add the appropriate parameters and their values as shown.
Remember to set the new DefTu to ‘on’.

Figure 7.1

Now, in the reform system, we need to modify the tax unit used for the calculation of the child benefit
by using the new one (Figure 7.2). Locate the bch_pt policy and modify the TAX_UNIT as in Figure
7.3.
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Figure 7.2

Except for the TaxUnits, nothing else should be changed in the policy (Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3
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Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD for the baseline PT_2020 and reform PT_2020refTU systems using the training_data
dataset.

Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter (Baseline/Reform option) to analyse the distributional impact of the reform.

Results:
Table 7a: Government Revenues
Yearly, mill., currency as defined in EM output

Table 7b: Basic Poverty Indices
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Exercise 8: Introducing the Belgian social insurance contributions
for pensioners & survival pensioners in Portugal
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to implement a policy swap between two countries.
Back to E9
Steps:
1. Create a new system in Portugal based on the 2019 system and name it PT_2019_E8;
2. Simulate what the impact of introducing a new social insurance contribution for pensioners &
survival pensioners in Portugal would be, following the same structure as the one that exists in Belgium;
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (PT_2019 and PT_2019_E8);
4. Analyse the results.
Exercise 9:
Description:
The high cost of nursing homes in Portugal has led the government to consider introducing a new social
insurance contribution with the same structure as the one that exists in Belgium. This will then be used
to help individuals to pay for the cost of care in old age. Perform this policy swap exercise by replicating,
in the 2019 Portuguese system, the social insurance policy for pensioners and survival pensioners of
Belgium in place in 2019.

Hints:
The aim of this exercise is to create a social insurance contribution – tscpe_pt - for 2019 which will
have the same structure as the one in the Belgium model - tscpe_be.




You will need to replace the tax unit tu_family_be used in Belgium with the unit tu_bch_fa_pt
used in Portugal and also make an equivalent change for tu_individual_be.
Instead of the income list il_pension used in Belgium you can use the income list ils_pen defined
for Portugal.
Remember to include the new contribution in one of the standard income lists (e.g. in the income
list for “Other Social Insurance Contributions” ils_sicot).
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Our first task is to open the Portuguese model and create a new system using the 2019 system as a base.
Give the name PT_2019_E8 to the new system.
Then, we should open Belgium as well without making any changes.

Task 2: Implementing a new policy
Before implementing a new policy, we should first analyse the tax-benefit system in both countries –
Belgium and Portugal. Find policy tscpe_be in the Belgium model and see how the social insurance
contribution is created – where it is in the policy spine, how it is connected with other policies, what its
elements, tax units, etc. are.
After familiarising yourselves with the different policy spines, start by implementing this contribution
in the Portuguese system simply by copying the Belgian tscpe_be policy by right- clicking on it and
using the option Copy Policy from the context (Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1

Based on the analyses of both models (Belgium and Portugal), we know that our new social contribution
must be created between Self-employed social insurance contribution (repetition of policy with order
23) - tscse_pt - and Unemployment insurance (Subsídio de desemprego) - bunct_pt (Figure 8.2).
Figure 8.2

When we chose the option Paste Policy After we will be asked to give a (new) name to the policy. In
our case, we want to keep the same name, but we will need to change the country acronym - tscpe_pt
(Figure 8.3).
Figure 8.3
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When we use paste we should do it in a way to link the BE_2019 and PT_2019_E8 systems. After
clicking ok, we will get a small window where we will see how the systems are connected. If the systems
are connected in a way that we want, we should choose option ok (Figure 8.4).
Figure 8.4

If they are not, then we should point our cursor to the Origin cell and with a left-click, we will get a
window with all available systems. Simply by ticking the system which we want, we can create a
combination which is the most suitable for what we are trying to do (Figure 8.5).
Figure 8.5

In our case, we are only interested in the PT_2019_E8 system, so we will keep this new policy on only
for this system, and for all other systems we will set it as n/a (all components) (Figure 8.6). Also, we
might wish to modify the Comment column, as it currently contains information related to the Belgium
model and data.
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Figure 8.6

Then, work as follows:


Make all systems visible. Make sure that the policy is set as n/a for all components for all systems
except for PT_2019_E8. Then, you can either set it as n/a for each system individually or to avoid
repeating this process for all systems, use hot-key Alt+s (spread). This option will copy the values
to all cells in an observed row. Remember to set it to on for PT_2019_E8.



Next, make all the necessary adjustments in tax units and income lists to make sure this new policy
runs and affects disposable income in the correct way. The easiest way to do so is by using the
function Search and Replace which you can find in the tab Country Tools in the ribbon bar – (Figure
8.7).

Figure 8.7

What do we need to find and replace?


After analysing both models, we know that the main thing to do is to change tax units. Instead of
the tax unit family in Belgium - tu_family_be - we should use the unit already defined in Portugal
- tu_bch_fa_pt (Figure 8.8).



The next tax unit that needs to be changed is tu_individual_be. Instead of this tax unit, we should
use tu_individual_pt.
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Then, instead of the income list il_pension in Belgium you should use an income list already
defined in Portugal - ils_pen.

Figure 8.8

The new calculated variable will only affect disposable income if it is included in the relevant
standardized income lists. In our case it should be included in Other Social Insurance Contributions ils_sicot (Figure 8.9).
Figure 8.9

Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD –for the baseline PT_2019 and reform PT_2019_E8 systems using training_data as
the dataset.

Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter Tool (Baseline/Reform option) to analyse the distributional impact of the
policy swap.
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Exercise 9: Reforming the health tax in Denmark
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to use the function SchedCalc.
E5

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Denmark based on 2018 system and name it dk_2018ref;
2. Modify the Health Tax in order to make the tax allowance non-transferable between partners and
increase the progressivity of the tax adding a 15% marginal tax rate for income above 100,000 Dkr
per year
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (2018 and 2018ref);
4. Analyse the results.

Exercise 5:
Description:
In the 2018 system, the Danish Health Tax consists of a 5% contribution paid by each individual. The
tax base consists of the “Taxable Income” and the tax schedule includes a tax allowance equal to the
General Personal Allowance. The unused individual allowance can be transferred between spouses.
The aim of this exercise is implementation and analysis of the distributional effect of a reform consisting
of making the unused allowance non-transferable between spouses and including a 15% marginal tax
rate for income above 100,000 Dkr per year.
The first step should be the analysis of the structure of the Health Tax in Denmark, focusing on
transferability of the tax allowance between partners and tax schedule.
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Our first task is to open Denmark and create a new system using the 2018 system as a base. Give the
name dk_2018ref to the new system.

Task 2: Implementing a new policy
Before implementing a new policy, we should first identify and analyse the policy where the ‘Health
Tax’ is implemented in Denmark for system year 2018, with a special focus on the function(s) where
the unused part of the allowance is transferred between spouses.
We should observe what the tax base is, where in the policy the unused tax allowance is calculated,
where it is transferred, how the tax liability is computed, etc.
Our next step is to modify the policy in order to make the allowance non-transferable between spouses.
The way to end the transfer of the unused allowance is simply by switching off the relevant function in
the thl_dk policy (Figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1

The second part of our task is to include a 15% marginal tax rate for income above 100,000 Dkr per
year. How do we do that?
One of the most used functions in EUROMOD (mainly for progressive taxes) is SchedCalc. As we can
see from the observed policy, this function usually contains a tax base (base), tax bands
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(band_upLim/band_lowlim) and a tax rate (band_rate). Also, for fixed amounts, instead of rates we
need to use band_amount and the component simple_prog is used to apply the highest marginal tax rate
reached by base on the whole income.
In our case, we need to modify this function by adding new components so as to create the lower limit
from which the new rate will be applied. By using Add Parameter Form, we can add additional
components band_lowlim and band_rate, thus defining a new tax band (Figure 9.2).
Save your changes.

Figure 9.2

Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD for the baseline DK_2018 and reform DK_2018ref systems using training_data as
the dataset.

Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter (Baseline/Reform option) to analyse the fiscal and distributional impact of
the reform.
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Results:
Table 9a: Government Revenues
Yearly, mill., currency as defined in EM output

Table 9b: Basic Poverty Indices

Table 9c: Basic Inequality Indices
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Exercise 10: New means-tested income support for families with
children in education in Croatia
The aim of this exercise is to refresh existing knowledge about introducing new policies – benefits and
taxes.

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Croatia based on the 2021 system and name it HR_2021_E10.
2. Implement the ‘Income support to families with children in education’.
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (2021 and 2021_E10).
4. Analyse the results.

Description:
The aim of this exercise is to create a new means-tested benefit for 2021 – bched_hr - which will be
given to families with children in education (any level, not just the compulsory primary and lower
secondary levels): 380 HRK per month per entitled dependent child.
The tax unit used to assess the means test will be that of the personal income tax, i.e. tu_tin_hr.
Consistently, the definition of dependent children will be also the one used in this tax unit.
Educational level is stored in the variable dec. A value of 0 indicates that the person is not in education
and a value higher than 0 indicates that the person is in education.
The household incomes used in the income test are earnings and public pensions. The income threshold
is set to 60,000 HRK per year, increased by 3,800 HRK per year per dependent child.
The financing of this reform will come from introducing an ‘Extraordinary contribution’ (txctx_hr) at
the end of the policy spine, where individuals with annual disposable incomes (ils_dispy) exceeding
100,000 HRK will pay an extraordinary contribution equal to 1.5% of disposable income.

Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Our first task is to open Croatia and create new system using the 2021 system as a base. Give the name
HR_2021_E10 to the new system.
Task 2: Implementing new policies
Before implementing a new policy, we should first analyse the tax-benefit system in Croatia – what the
relevant policies are, how they are constructed, how they are connected, which income list(s) they use,
which child benefits exist, which tax units are used, what variables are outputted, etc.
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a) Introducing a new benefit – bched_hr
We should create a new benefit - bched_hr - at the end of the policy spine right after the Compensation
for electricity costs (bhout_hr).
For the simulation of this benefit, you will have to create an income list (the household incomes used
in means testing are earnings and public pensions) which will be used for the income test and name it
il_bched (Figure 10.1).
Figure 10.1

In order to implement the means testing condition, you need to calculate the income threshold. As we
said, the income threshold is set to 60,000 HRK per year, increased by 3,800 HRK per year per
dependent child. The tax unit which will be used is tu_tin_hr. The function ArithOp will help you do
that. However, you need to use a temporary variable (e.g. i_bched) to store the calculation, which needs
to be initialised with a DefVar function, before ArithOp. See both functions in Figure 10.2.

Figure 10.2

The next step is to implement the eligibility conditions and set the value of the benefit. This benefit
should be given to the families with children in any level of education. The amount is 380 HRK per
month per entitled dependent child. All this can be done in a single BenCalc function (Figure 10.3).
Figure 10.3

The new calculated variable bched_s will only affect disposable income if is included in the relevant
standardized income lists. In our case it should be included in means-tested benefits (ils_benmt) for the
reformed system (HR_2021_E10).
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b) Introduce a new tax – txcxt_hr
The second part of this exercise is the introduction of a new tax (‘Extraordinary contribution’,
txcxt_hr), where individuals with annual disposable incomes over 100,000 HRK will pay an
extraordinary contribution equal to 1.5% of disposable income.
You should create a new policy by using the same steps as for the introduction of a new benefit, doing
it right after the newly-created benefit. The reason for this is that our condition to apply the new tax
includes disposable income. As you already know, disposable income includes all benefits, so we need
to create and simulate all of them before simulating the new tax (Figure 10.4).
This tax should be also added to the list of simulated taxes (ils_taxsim), as a way to make it part of
disposable income. As you may have realised, there is a circular reference here, since the extraordinary
contribution is part of ils_dispy (through ils_taxsim), but ils_dispy is also used to compute the
extraordinary contribution. EUROMOD solves this issue by giving value zero to all variables that hasn’t
been created yet when the income list is used, but will issue a warning. In order to avoid this warning,
we may initialise the variable immediately before, as we do in row 34.1.
However, at the end of the spine all income lists are recomputed, so the extraordinary contribution will
be finally deducted from ils_dispy, and this is the value that will be part of the output microdata.

Figure 10.4

Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD for the baseline HR_2021 and reform HR_2021_E10 systems using training_data.
Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter (Baseline/Reform) to analyse the distributional impact of the reform.
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Results:
Basic Poverty and Inequality Indices
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Exercise 11: Introducing an In-Work Benefit in Cyprus
The aim of this exercise is to recap your knowledge on introducing new policies – benefits and taxes.
tE8

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Cyprus based on the 2020 system and name it CY_2020_E11;
2. Introduce a new means-tested benefit for families with children under 16 years of age, where
partners together need to earn at least 30,000 euros per year; use DefTU, Elig and BenCalc functions
for that.
3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (CY_2020 and CY_2020_E11);
4. Analyse the results.

Description:
Cyprus is introducing a new ‘In Work Benefit’ for parents (bwkmt_cy). The idea is to give a benefit to
families with dependent children if both parents or lone parents are low or medium income earners. A
child is dependent if it is younger than 16 (below compulsory school age). In order to be eligible, each
parent needs to be liable to income tax (tin_s>0). The benefit amount depends on the joint earnings
(ils_earns) of the parents and the number of dependent children. Parents with joint earnings:




of €30,000 and below €40,000 per year are entitled to receive €600 per child per year;
of €40,000 and below €50,000 per year are entitled to receive €500 per child per year;
of €50,000 and below €60,000 per year are entitled to receive €400 per child per year;

The threshold is divided by 2 for lone parents. In addition, this benefit is not restrictive, i.e. receiving
this benefit does not affect the amounts of other benefits.
Your task is to implement the new benefit by using functions DefTU, Elig and BenCalc. Remember to
include the new benefit in the relevant income lists (ils_bensim and ils_benmt).
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating a new system
Our first task is to open Cyprus and create a new system using the 2020 system as a base. Give the name
CY_2020_E11 to the new system.

Task 2: Implementing a new policy
Before implementing a new policy, we should analyse the tax-benefit system in Cyprus.
One of the ways of implementing this benefit is to create a new Tax Unit and name it tu_inwork_cy.
Eligible families are those with children under 16 years of age.
To get an idea of how to create a new Tax Unit you could have a look how other tax units are defined
under the policy tudef_cy. The first step is to add a function DefTu by pointing the cursor at new policy,
right-clicking and, among System Functions, selecting the one that we need (Figure 11.1).
Figure 11.1

By default, we only get two components - Type and Name. As we can see from the other tax units, most
of them have the component Members. Our entitled family should have two parents or a lone parent
who is not married with dependent children in the household (both own and loose children).
Also, when we create a new tax unit, we need to specify its type. In our case it will be a SUBGROUP.
New components could be created/added by using the Add Parameter Form.
Another way of doing this is simply to copy-paste an existing tax unit - which should be similar to ours
- and then modify it, e.g. tu_bch_cy (Figure 11.2). Remember to set the new tu_inwork_cy tax unit to
‘on’.
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Figure 11.2

After defining the tax unit, our next step should be to create the new benefit. Based on the information
that the new benefit is not restrictive, we create it at the end of the policy spine to make sure that it does
not enter the means test in other benefits and we name it bwkmt_cy.
The next step is to implement the eligibility conditions and amounts using functions Elig and BenCalc.
Following the Modelling Convention rules, name the output variable as bwkmt_s. Please note that we
need to do this for couple parents and for lone parent separately (Figure 11.3). Do not forget to use
“Output_Add_Var” in the second BenCalc, and set the policy and its functions to on for the reform
system.

Figure 11.3

The new benefit is a means-tested benefit. Before running the model, we need to add this benefit to the
appropriate income lists - ils_bensim, ils_benmt in our new system (Figure 11.4).
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Figure 11.4

Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD for the baseline cy_2020 and reform cy_2020_E11 systems using training_data.

Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter to analyse the distributional impact of the reform.
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Results:
Table 11a: Basic Poverty Indices

Table 11b: Mean equivalised income by decile groups
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Exercise 12: Revenue-neutral reform in Simpleland
The aim of this exercise is to learn about special functions such as Loop, ChangeParam and Totals,
and create a revenue-neutral reform.
Back to E10

Steps:
1. Create a new system in Simpleland based on the SL_demo system and name it SL_demo_E12;
2. Set up a function Loop in the beginning of this block. Then, add relevant steps to the end of the
loop:





calculation of total (weighted) disposable income in the baseline and in each iteration,
calculation of the difference of the two,
adjustment of income tax rate,
changing relevant policy parameters;

3. Run EUROMOD to produce micro-outputs for these two systems (SL_demo and SL_demo _E12);
4. Analyse the results.

Description:
Simpleland is an additional hypothetical tax-benefit system, whose purpose is to make learning and
teaching EUROMOD easier. This has also served as a “sketch” for the New Member States’ prototype
models. SL provides a simple version of policies like social insurance contributions (distinguishing
employer, employee and self-employed), income tax (single flat rate with a general allowance),
universal child benefit and means-tested social assistance and is based on a synthetic database of
hypothetical households.
A revenue neutral policy presents changes in the tax laws that result in no change in the amount of
revenue coming into the government’s coffers. For example, a provision may require individuals to pay
less tax, but corporations will pay correspondingly more taxes. The aim of this exercise is to implement
a budget neutral reform which doubles the child benefit amount in SL and funds it by raising the income
tax rate, and to analyse its distributional effects.
Budget neutrality also takes into account interactions with the social assistance, i.e. the aggregate
disposable income should remain the same. The new income tax rate is obtained through a loop which
repeats the calculations until converging on a solution with required precision – total (weighted)
disposable income should differ by less than 0.01% from its baseline value.
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Solution and further information
Task 1: Creating new system
Our first task is to open Simpleland (SL in the list of countries) and create a new system using the
SL_demo system as a base. Give the name SL_demo_E12 to the new system.

Task 2: Implementing a new policy
The looping functions allow repeating part (or all) of the tax-benefit calculations. As an example, for
calculating marginal tax rates at least part of a policy needs to be calculated twice, once for original
income and once for marginally increased income. Function Loop allows for such a loop over a group
of policies.
The loop is carried out until the number of scheduled iterations is reached and/or the break condition is
fulfilled. As certain calculations may depend on the current iteration a variable called loopcount_loopid
is provided. If for example the identifier (parameter loop_id) of the loop for the marginal tax rate
calculations is mtr, the variable loopcount_mtr will take a value of 1 in the first loop and 2 in the second.
This allows for a respective condition to increase income in the second loop. Moreover, if certain
policies within the loop should not be repeated, they can be switched off after the first iteration, by
using run_cond: loopcount_loopid=1.
Before implementing a new policy, we should first find relevant existing policies (child benefit, income
tax) in the spine and parameters of interest (benefit amount, tax rate). Then we should see which policies
need to be run repeatedly to achieve revenue neutrality in terms of (aggregate) disposable incomes.
Simpleland has a child benefit (equal to 200 units per month) and a flat income tax with a 20% marginal
tax rate.
Our next step is to add a new Definition policy, before the child benefit policy (bch_sl), to define the
iterative loop and name it loopdef_sl. In this policy we need to define two new (intermediate) constants
(Add function>System Functions>DefConst):



adjusted income tax rate (rate_pit), and
initial value of the child benefit (amt_bch).

The initial value for the income tax rate and child benefit should be the same as the existing rate and
amount in the base system (Figure 12.1).

Figure 12.1: Defining the iterative loop

Then we should replace the current values of the child benefit and the income tax rate with the newly
created constants (Figure 12.2).
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Figure 12.2: Adding the new constants

The next step is to add another new policy, before the output policy (output_std_sl), to perform
additional tasks at the end of each iteration. Name this function loopend_sl.
In this policy, we should first use function Totals to calculate total disposable income (agg=ils_dispy),
pre- and post-reform. This requires you to add two new Totals functions (Add function>Special
Functions>Totals). By default these new functions only include the parameter TAX_UNIT. We need to
add the following four additional parameters:






Run_Cond: to define whether the function is carried out for the pre-reform scenario
o (Run_Cond=loopcount_revneutral=1) for the pre-reform scenario
o (Run_Cond=loopcount_revneutral>1) for the post-reform scenario
Agg: to define the income list
Use_Weights: to calculate totals using household weights
Varname_Sum; storing results in $pre_ils_dispy and $post_ils_dispy

Figure 12.3: Calculating disposable income pre and post reform

Then add a function Loop (Add function>Special Functions>Loop) within the loopend_sl policy to
specify which policies are included in the loop - First_pol, Last_pol - and what is the exit condition –
BreakCond (Figure 12.4). However, when we add this function, we will only get Loop_Id as the
default parameter and we will need to add the other parameters: First_Pol, Last_Pol, BreakCond.
The break condition needs to ensure that the loop does not stop on the first run when the $pre and $post
disposable income variables are equal:
loopcount_revneutral>1
and that the calculation is carried out until the difference between the pre-reform and post-reform
disposable income is less than 0.01%:
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abs(((post_ils_dispy-pre_ils_dispy) / pre_ils_dispy) < 0.01%))
At the same time, we restrict the number of loops to 100 to avoid never ending loops:
loopcount_revneutral = 100
The full break condition is as follows:
(loopcount_revneutral=100) | ((loopcount_revneutral>1) & abs(((post_ils_dispypre_ils_dispy)/pre_ils_dispy)<0.01%))

Figure 12.4: Setting he loop parameters

Our next step is to adjust model parameters for the child benefit amount and the income tax rate (Figure
12.5). To do that, we first add two ArithOp functions within the loopend_sl policy. In the first one we
set the value of the child benefit (amt_bch) to the desired amount. In the second function we adjust the
income tax rate rate_pit depending on how much the total disposable income differs from the baseline
disposable income. For example according to this formula:
new rate = current rate * (current disposable income / baseline disposable income)

Figure 12.5: Adjusting the tax rate and child benefit amount

Finally, we should include the variables in the output_std_sl policy to show the income tax rate after
the convergence and the number of iterations performed (Figure 12.6).
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Figure 12.6: Adding the new variables to the output

Task 3: Producing the micro-output
Run EUROMOD in order to produce micro-output for the initial and new system - SL_demo and
SL_demo_E12 - using dataset ‘sl_demo_v4’. Also see what the new income tax rate is and how many
iterations were needed.

Task 4: Analyse the results
Use the Statistics Presenter tool to analyse differences in benefits and disposable income due to the
changes.
In the micro data output file (Figure 12.7) we can see that the new tax rate is 25% and 41 iterations were
needed to get to the result. As requested, the difference between pre-reform and post-reform disposable
income is less than 0.01%. In Figure 12.8 we can see the summary statistics showing the revenueneutrality of the reform.

Figure 12.7: Output file
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Figure 12.7: Summary statistics
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Exercise 13: Implementing an EU child benefit using an AddOn0
The aim of this exercise is to learn how to build, export and modify an AddOn which will implement a
common child benefit scheme across EU countries.
Exercise 11:
Steps:
1. Create a new system in Simpleland based on SL_demo system and name it bcheu_AddOn;
2. Implement the new child benefit. Call the new policy bcheu and the new benefit bchot_s. Place the
new policy before the output policies;
3. Technical step: create a new output policy and switch off the existing output policy using a change
parameter function. Make sure that the new output file terminates with _std;
4. Analyse the distributional impact of the benefit in Simpleland;
5. Export the reform system as an AddOn;
6. Analyse the AddOn;
7. Modify the AddOn such that it can be used with the chosen countries;
8. Analyse the results
Exercise 10:
Description:
Italy and Netherlands have been chosen as pilot countries for the introduction of an EU child benefit
aimed at alleviating child poverty in low income households. The scheme will have common rules
across countries and, if successful, will then be extended to the remaining EU countries. The benefit
rules specify that beneficiaries of the EU benefit will be children aged 14 or younger living in
households in which the sum of market incomes (ils_origy) and pensions (ils_pen) amounts to less than
24000 Euros per year. Each child in eligible households is entitled to a benefit of 6000 Euros per year.
Analyse the impact of the benefit on child poverty.
Although it would be possible to implement the reform independently in each country, the reform is
suited to be implemented through an AddOn given the common features of the scheme across member
states. AddOns cannot be built from scratch and users have two possibilities. The first consists in
modifying an existing add-on. The second is to implement the changes in a country of choice, and then
to export these changes as an add-on. As a further step, the newly created AddOn will have to be
modified to be able to run it on other countries. In this exercise we follow the second possibility, and
create an AddOn starting from Simpleland.
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Solution and further information
Here are the steps at a glance:
Task 1: Create a new system
Task 2: Implement the new policy
We should include the newly created benefit among the components of the standard income lists
ils_benmt. This step allows EUROMOD to take into account the EU child benefit when computing
disposable income.
Task 3: Create an output policy
Task 4: Run the model and analyse the effect of the reform on Simpleland
Task 5: Export the policy reform as an add-on
Task 6: Analyse the AddOn
Task 7: Modify the AddOn such that it can be used with the chosen countries
Task 8: Analyse the results

Task 1: Creating a new system
Our first task is to open Simpleland and create a new system using the SL_demo system as a base. Give
the name bcheu_AddOn to the new system.

Task 2: Implementing a new policy
Our next step is to add a new policy containing the implementation of the EU child benefit. We will
place the new policy before Output_std_sl. We’ll be asked to change the name of the policy bcheu in
bcheu_sl, because we are working on Simpleland. In this case we should press “No” because our aim
is to create an AddOn to be used in other countries as well.
Figure 13.1

The policy can be implemented by defining an income list which contains the relevant incomes for the
means tested benefit and calculating benefit entitlement through a function BenCalc. Assign the name
bchot_s to the EU child benefit. Remember to calculate the benefit for each eligible child and not for
the Tax Unit in total (Comp_perElig).
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Figure 13.2

We should also remember to include the newly created benefit among the components of the standard
income lists ils_benmt. This step allows EUROMOD to take into account the EU child benefit when
computing disposable income.
Figure 13.3
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Task 3: Technical step – create a new output policy
Copy and paste the existing output policy output_std_sl. Paste it before Output_std_sl. Again if you
are asked, select ‘No’ as we would like this policy to be applicable across different countries. Call the
new policy output_bcheu, access it and modify the function Def_Output by changing the value of the
parameter file in sl_bcheu_std. As a second step, introduce a ChangeParam function to switch the
original output policy off. The reason behind the technical step will be explained in the remainder of
the solutions.
Figure 13.4

Task 4: Run the model and analyse the effect of the reform on Simpleland
Using the Statistics Presenter, create statistics using the base/reform option to analyse the distributional
effect of the reform using ‘sl_demo_v4’ as the dataset. Your outputs should look like below.
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Task 5: Export the policy reform as an add-on
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We can do that using the Export Add-On button which is placed in the tab Country tools tab. From here
you need to:





fill a long and a short name for our Add-On
select the Add-On and base systems from the list.
By ticking ‘Use symbolic identifiers’, references to changes of specific functions and
parameters will be done using the symbolic identifier rather than the cell identifier.
By ticking ‘Use country placeholder’, references to Simpleland will be replaced by the
placeholder =cc=, making the process of adaption of the AddOn to other countries easier.

Figure 13.5

Click on the Ribbon menu item ‘Add-Ons’, the bcheu icon should be there (Figure 13.6). Click on it to
open it.
Figure 13.6

Task 6: Analyse the AddOn
The exported AddOn is composed of four policies, namely ao_control_bcheu,
Implementation_bcheu; bcheu and Output_bcheu. We can find it under the Add-On tab, selecting
bcheu.
The policy ao_control_bcheu contains the following functions:



AddOn_Applic: specifies that the AddOn runs for the system SL_demo
AddOn_Func: contains a unique identifier referring to a function that is created by the AddOn
and which will be added before the first function (#1) of the policy Uprate of a given country
(note that =cc= is used instead of the country acronym). This function is not needed and can be
dropped, the reasons are discussed below.
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The function AddOn_Par modifies the income list called ils_benmt in each country by
including the newly simulated benefit
The two functions AddOn_Pol specify the names of the policies that will be added and their
position in the spine.

Figure 13.7

The policy called Implementation_bcheu contains a function change parameter. This parameter
changes the name of the output file. However, we have already specified a new output file name in the
output_bcheu policy as well as a ChangeParam function to switch off the standard output. Thus, this
policy can be dropped from the AddOn. As mentioned above the related function AddOn_Func of
ao_control_bcheu in 1.2 can be dropped from the add-on.
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Figure 13.8

The policies bcheu and output_bcheu contain the implementation of the benefit and of the output
policy.

Task 7: Modify the AddOn such that it can be used with the chosen countries
The AddOn now needs to be modified such that it will be possible to run it on the 2020 systems of the
Netherlands and Italy. The following points summarise the changes needed.
The following changes are required in the ao_control_bcheu policy:
1. Add system/year combinations for all three countries
2. Change “Insert_After_Pol” to “Insert_Before_Pol” in the first AddOn_Pol. This can be done by
simply clicking on it and EUROMOD will ask you whether you want to change it. This change is
necessary as not all countries might have a bsa policy and not always at the end of the spine. Thus,
it is better to add the new policy right before the standard output policy available in all countries
(output_std_=cc=).

Figure 13.9
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The bcheu policy has already been adjusted automatically by EUROMOD when the AddOn was
created.
Figure 13.10

The same is true for output_bcheu, except for the name of the output file which needs to be changed
to =sys=_bcheu_std.
Figure 13.11

Task 8: Analyse the results
We now have to run the model and each model with the AddOn and analyse the results. On the Run
menu, click on View/Filter/Add-Ons > Add-Ons> bcheu (Figure 13.12). Then select the systems for
Italy (IT) and Netherlands (NL), filter them for year 2020 and run with the ‘training_data’ as the
dataset. Make sure you have ticked the box for the bcheu add on. (Figure 13.13). To analyse the
results, we can again use the statistics presenter. In this case we would select multisystem option and
then select the four output of the baselines and the reform scenarios. Please note that the name of the
reform scenarios appear the same as the baselines, so is it important to remember the order with which
you select the files. Then, we can export the statistics in excel and there we can change the name of
the reforms scenarios (Figure 13.14).
Figure 13.12
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Figure 13.13

Figure 13.14
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Exercise 14: Modifying uprating factors in Estonia to account for
differential wage evolution
The aim of this exercise is to understand the concept of uprating factors and how to feed them with
external information on the evolution of a variable.

Description
The average monthly salary in Estonia in 2018 was 1,310 EUR/month. Imagine that you have the
following (hypothetical) information about the evolution of salaries between 2018 and 2021:
Increase in relation to previous year
Monthly salary in 2018
Up to average
Above average

2019
3%
4%

2020
3%
5%

2021
3%
6%

•

Do the necessary changes in EUROMOD so that it reflects this different evolution of salaries,
when running the 2021 system.

•

Use the In-depth Analysis plugin to compare the new system with the original 2021 system
[only with SILC-based input data]

Steps
Task 1. Create two new time-series in the uprating indices table (tab Raw indices) to account for the
different changes in salaries between 2018 and 2021.
Task 2. Check that they correctly reflect the information in the table (tab Factors per data and system).
Task 3. Create a copy of the EE 2021 system (e.g. EE_2021_uprating).
Task 4. Modify the uprate_ee policy to account for the new information.
Task 5. Run EE_2021 and EE_2021_uprating in the In-depth Analysis plugin and analyse the fiscal and
distributional impact [only with SILC-based input data]
Hints
•

Before modifying any parameter in EUROMOD, compute in Excel index numbers,
considering 2018 as the base (=100)

•

In “Uprating indices  Raw indices” add two rows for two new indices, $f_yemlow and
$f_yemhigh, and paste the results from Excel. Bear in mind that for this exercise we don’t
care about what happened before 2018, so you can leave those values blank (EUROMOD will
fill them with missing values).

•

In the new system EE_2021_uprating go to the Uprate function in the uprate_ee policy and
tell EUROMOD how to uprate yem00:
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o

Using the new indices: you have to add two placeholders and two Factor_condition
parameters.

o

Setting to n/a the original uprating factor used for yem.

Solution and further information
Task 1. Create two new time-series in the uprating indices table (tab Raw indices) to account for
the different changes in salaries between 2018 and 2021.
Our first task is to understand how the uprating indices table is constructed in EUROMOD. We open
Estonia, we go to Country tools - Uprating indices and we see what is shown in Figure 14.1.
Figure 14.1: Uprating indices - Raw indices

In row 5 we see the index for salaries ($f_yem), expressed in monthly EUR. This means that, if $f_yem
is used in the model to uprate yem, this variable will be uprated using the corresponding time series,
when simulating 2021 policies. In particular, the average salary increased from 1,310 to 1,454, i.e.
10.99%.This can be seen in the second tab, Factors per data and system, when selecting the 2019 data
in the dropdown list (Figure 14.2). The fifth row of the last column shows the factor applied (1.1099,
i.e. 1+0.1099).
Given the information provided in the exercise, we can create two new time series to reflect the
evolution of salaries that were below and above the average wage in 2018. In this case, we don’t know
the average salaries of each group, but we know the evolution, so we can construct index numbers by
giving value 100 to 2017 and accumulating the increases. We can do that in Excel, obtaining the indices
shown in Table 14.1.
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Figure 14.2: Uprating indices - Factors per data and system

Table 14.1: Index numbers
Index number
Monthly salary in 2018
Up to average
Above average

2018
100
100

2019
103
104

2020
106.09
109.2

2021
109.2727
115.752

Now we go back to the Raw indices table and add two new rows at the end, that we can name $f_yemlow
and $f_yemhigh. Once created we just paste these numbers on the table, below the corresponding years
(Figure 14.3). Then we Save and close.
Figure 14.3: Adding new uprating factors
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Task 2. Check that they correctly reflect the information in the table (tab Factors per data and
system)
Now we go again to the second tab, select the 2019 dataset and see the impact that the use of the new
time series would have. The numbers are the same as our index numbers, but expressed in units. We
can compare them with $f_yem, to see the differences between using this index or the two that we have
just created: 1.1099 vs. 1.0927 and 1.1575 (Figure 14.4).
Figure 14.4: Impact of the new indices

Task 3. Create a copy of the EE 2021 system (e.g. EE_2021_uprating).
We right click on EE_2021, select Copy/paste system, and name the new as EL_2021_uprating.
Task 4. Modify the uprate_ee policy to account for the new information.
Until now we have just created two new series of uprating indices, but this won’t have any impact on
the results of the model unless we use them in the EUROMOD spine (as $f_yemlow and $f_yemhigh).
We can do this in the policy uprate_ee (row 2, function 2.1). We see that currently the main variable
for salaries (yem00) is uprated using the index $f_yem (row 2.1.49).
Now we have more detailed information in indices $f_yemlow $f_yemhigh, so we want to add new
rows to account for them. We right click on the uprate function 2.1, we click on “Show add parameter
form” and we add the parameters (two of each!) shown in Figure 14.5. Then we click on “Add” and
close.
The factor conditions allow us to differentiate the treatment of salaries below and above the average
wage, which we do in the spine as shown in Figure 14.6. We use the value of the 2018 average salary
because the income reference period for the 2019 dataset is 2018. Don’t forget to set the old index for
yem00 ($f_yem) to n/a, since we don’t want to use it anymore (we would be applying two indices to
the same variable, yem00).
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Figure 14.5: Adding new parameters

Figure 14.6: Applying new uprating indices

Task 5. Run EE_2021 and EE_2021_uprating and analyse the fiscal impact in the In-depth
Analysis plugin [only with SILC-based input data]
Note that this can only be done with EU-SILC based data, since training data is not uprated. You just
have to run the 2021 and the 2021_uprating system and compare them using the In-depth plugin. The
first tab of the results is shown in Figure 14.7. Be aware that there are no differences between the taxbenefit policies applied, so all the differences come from the different evolution of salaries assumed
from 2018 to 2021. Hence, the results should not be interpreted as the result of a reform, but rather as
the impact of the use of more accurate uprating factors.
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Figure 14.7: Comparing results
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